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WEATHER RESISTANT

These highly secure steel delivery boxes are a 
weather-resistant and contact-free postbox solution.

There are three sizes available with a range of interior shelving designed to neatly 
accommodate a variety of items and avoid crushing. Stack parcels and letters separately 
from delicate items like fresh food or groceries. The weather resistant build ensures 
contents remain safe from rain, dust and snow. 

CONTACT-FREE
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Home Delivery Box
S P B Ser ies 

Interior gasket sealing and 
a weather resistant powder 

coat to keep it safe from the 
elements.

Can be securely installed to 
porches, paths, gardens and 

driveways, ideal for home 
deliveries when occupants are 

unable to attend in person.

WEATHER RESISTANT
SAFE & SECURE
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

The SPB is designed with a mechanical double bar locking system at the top and bottom of the door 
interior making it impossible to prise open. The bars slide into place using a manual rotary dial which is 
then secured by a combination lock. It’s perfect for receiving deliveries without the need to be present, 
simply access them when convenient.
When a delivery is made, couriers can load the box and spin the combination dial to lock the door, ensuring 
contents are then safe until collected later.
Three sizes cater for various requirements with a small, medium and large option available, each with 
reversible doors plus knockouts at the rear to accommodate a separate wall mounting set. 

SPB-600 
Home Delivery Box 600mm High
WEIGHT: 23KG

SPB-900
Home Delivery Box 900mm High
WEIGHT: 29.5KG

SPB-1400
Home Delivery Box 1400mm High
WEIGHT: 43KG

B L A C K
PART CODE:

SPB-600

G R E Y
PART CODE:

SPB-600-G

B L A C K
PART CODE:

SPB-900

G R E Y
PART CODE:

SPB-900-G

B L A C K
PART CODE:

SPB-1400

G R E Y
PART CODE:
SPB-1400-G

Model shown is SPB-600

Model shown is SPB-900

Model shown is SPB-1400


